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Sixty Second Lottery Formulas! Gail Howards Lottery Winning Systems turns a game of luck into a

game of skill. It takes less than a minute to apply any one of the 12 easy-to-use 60-second formulas

in this book. Choose more than six lotto numbers and place them in the corresponding lettered

boxes and your numbers are magically (mathematically) combined into the correct combinations to

give a specific win guarantee. As with all of Gail Howard's wheeling systems, there is no easier way

to combine your lotto numbers. So simple a child can do it. Fast and easy to use as A-B-C! Included

is a secret weapon that won six jackpots worth a combined total of $20 million dollars...also a

scientific system that won a $9.48 million dollar California Lotto jackpot. These systems can be used

for any pick-6 lotto game in the world. --Smart Luck Publishers
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Mega condensed versions of Gail Howard's winning strategies built into this powerhouse tome. 12

60 second formulas with baby step instructions. Really, really easy and a good entry into the

lotto/lottery world. 3rd book by Howard I rapidly devoured. Neighbors, friends and significant others

know enough to back away from me when I am reading any Gail Howard book. Hey, even the dog,

saw that he was not going to be able to sit in my lap when I am so intent(smart puppy!). I am

reading, taking notes, thinking out loud, plotting my winnings, not eating(that is really, really good



and an extra bonus)and very buoyed by the possibilities.These are possibilities, not promises. You

have to pay attention to all of it and follow her advice. Twelve outstanding short exercises and most

of them worked for me right away.If this was a documentary, this book would be the sound

bite/trailer that convinces you to plunk down your money and enter the theater. Howard is

intelligent-it radiates from the page. My friends won big sums using her strategies and I won

immediately after reading her.Call this the "better than Reader's Digest version of lottery winnings."

Great gift for anyone. Cannot go wrong with these books, I read three others, am ordering the

software and really going to concentrate on her versus the other authors I read such as Bluskov

who did not do a thing for me. Gail Howard is the winner out of all of these authors.

This book was small and thin even for a paperback. It contains just enough of a teaser of

information to interest you further. To really get an idea of how this works, you have to then

purchase at least one of her other more expensive books, and her charting system; unless you want

to go for her high priced software. No doubt about it, Gail Howard is getting rich selling all her

books.Does any of this work? I don't know, but she is rather famous for her systems. It gives you a

more informed idea as to how the lotteries work; but random is still random to me.

A book for the understanding of lottery systems, but many of the strategies are outdated. It is fine for

the novice reader, but don't put all your eggs in one basket! This book cannot guarantee anyone

even a small amount of success, since the material is outdated, and many of the lottery systems out

there have changed.

What I love about Lottery Winning Systemsthis is that you can jump right in and use it. I have given

this a present so many times and people go crazy over it. Once again, easy to understand and

things you can do immediately without wading through a bigger book.

You can bad-mouth this all you want, but I have won more than $8,000 using Gail Howard's wheels

with my own system for ordering the numbers with input from Gail's Lottery Master Guide. She does

not address Pick 3 and Pick 4, on which I am now concentrating. He stuff was a revelation to me in

September 2009, after I had spent three months of programming ideas that I had. If you have all

these new techniques or ideas that are better, use them and win. If someone wants to be fully

educated, they should read this stuff, along with many more books. I write lottery software and write

books about how to play lottery games, and have won some bucks in the process.



Wonderful little book describing Wheeling Systems. Also has the famous 608 Balanced Wheel used

by six jackpot winners. Nice to have this little book for my reference library. Thank you Gail Howard

for revising your books.As with all lotteries you have to find your own way of selecting numbers.

From my own experience I have found each lottery is different. Some focus on missing numbers.

Some mix frequent numbers with missing numbers. When looking for number patterns in Large

games look for patterns with same number group in ball 1 and ball 5. When you take the time to

actually READ previous draws you are training yourself to see the patterns. One day you will print

out six months of previous draws and you eyes will automatically pick up on the consistency of

number patterns. And yes in the smaller games 49 numbers and below there are numbers that

consistently come up together. Also lock for last digits and you will see that not all last digits are

played. If there are nine last digits (1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-0) its real obvious that most is six in any game

so what last digits come in most?If you want to know about wheels this book will explain them to

you.

Book was not what I expected. The book need upgrading. The winners mentioned were winners

years ago, during 1980s, 90s. The book did not interest me. I am a everyday lottery player and it did

not hold my interest.

Book is virtually a copy from her other published works. It's not worth buying. Her other products

are, though. Disappointed to say the least. There are some pick six wheels here, but yeah not much

of anything else.
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